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Interference ferromagnetÕsemiconductorÕferromagnet spin field-effect transistor
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An interference ferromagnet/semiconductor/ferromagnet transistor is proposed, where the relative conduc-
tance difference between parallel and antiparallel magnetization oscillates as a function of gate voltage. The
characteristics of a one-dimensional as well as a two-dimensional structure are calculated and compared. In
both cases the interferences result in an enhanced spin signal. It is shown that by using the spin filtering effect
of an interface barrier the signal can be further increased.
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Semiconductor/ferromagnet structures have recently
tracted considerable attention in the so-called field
‘‘spintronics.’’1,2 The major reason is that semiconducto
offer the unique feature to control the carrier concentrat
by a gate electrode. Moreover, effects, like the Rashba s
orbit interaction,3,4 can add novel features to the devi
characteristics.5–7 Spin injection from a ferromagnet~FM!
into a semiconductor~SM! has been demonstrated by usi
optical detection methods.8,9 Regarding electrical detectio
of a spin-polarized current first results have been repo
and discussed.10–16 For a diffusive semiconductor sand
wiched between ferromagnetic electrodes Schmidtet al.17

pointed out that due to the large conductivity mismatch o
a very low spin-polarization current can be expected. Ho
ever, this situation is improved if a tunneling barrier is intr
duced at the interface.15,18

In case of high-mobility semiconductors, i.e., tw
dimensional electron gas structures, the conductivity of
semiconductor is considerably increased. Owing to the la
elastic mean free path, the transport through the FM/SM
terface can be described by a ballistic model. In this reg
the relevant parameters for the spin injection into the se
conductors are the Fermi velocity mismatch and the
change energy of the ferromagnet. Similarly to the diffus
regime an interface barrier can improve the degree of s
polarization of the injected carriers.19 For semiconductor
nanostructures it is known that their large Fermi wavelen
allows one to observe pronounced quantum interfere
effects.20 This raises the question as to whether the spin
nal in a FM/SM/FM structure can further be improved
using quantum effects.

Here, we propose a spin-interference field-effect transi
based on a FM/SM/FM structure. The interference is
justed by controlling the Fermi wavelength in the semico
ductor using a gate electrode.21 It will be shown that due to
spin-dependent transmission probabilities for parallel or
tiparallel magnetization of the ferromagnetic electrodes
relative difference between the conductance of both mo
strongly oscillates as a function of gate voltage. Under c
tain conditions even the sign can change. By tuning
Fermi wavelength in the semiconductor by the gate the s
signal can be improved considerably compared to the c
where interference effects are neglected. Following the c
cept of increasing spin polarization by an interfa
0163-1829/2001/64~12!/125314~5!/$20.00 64 1253
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barrier,15,18,19 the modification of the oscillation pattern i
investigated by introducing ad-shaped barrier at eac
FM/SM interface. After discussing a one-dimensional tra
sistor, the properties of a structure containing a tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! are investigated.

In order to calculate the conductance of a FM/SM/F
transistor, parabolic energy dispersion is assumed in the
romagnet as well as in the semiconductor. As depicted in
1, a two-band model is applied for the ferromagnets with
majority and minority bands displaced byDh52h0.22–27

Here,h0 is the exchange energy. The spin-flip length is a
sumed to be larger than the separation of the ferromagn
electrodes so that spin-flip scattering can be neglected.
to the much lower carrier concentration in the semiconduc
compared to the ferromagnet, the bottom of the semicond
tor conduction band is usually found at a considerably hig
energy. The semiconductor layer can therefore be regarde
a potential step between the ferromagnets. By using a
electrode the electron concentration in the semicondu
and thus the height of this potential step can be control
More generally, since in the semiconductor the potentia
often nonconstant, i.e., if the gate length is shorter than
channel length, a series of potential steps of heightU j can be
used to describe the profile28

FIG. 1. Schematics of a ferromagnet/semiconduct
ferromagnet structure~FM/SM/FM!. In the ferromagnets the ban
of electrons with minority spins (2) is shifted byDh with respect
to the majority band (1). The interface barriers are described b
d-shaped potentials. The semiconductor potential profile is appr
mated by rectangular potential steps.
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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U~x!5(
j 51

N

U j@Q~x2xj 21!2Q~x2xj !#, ~1!

with Q(x) the unit step function~see Fig. 1!. In the ferro-
magnet, the free-electron massme and in the semiconducto
and effective electron massm* are assumed, respectivel
Motivated by the theoretically predicted enhancement of s
injection by using interface barriers, additional tunnel ba
ers, e.g., oxide layers, are assumed at the FM/SM interf
In our model these barriers are described byd-shaped
potentials29

Ũ~x!5Ũ0@d~x2x0!1d~x2xN!#. ~2!

Combining all contributions, the effective Hamiltonian in th
free-electron approximation can be expressed as

H52
\2

2m~x!

]2

]r2
1U~x!1Ũ~x!2h~x!s. ~3!

The last term represents the internal exchange energy,
s511 for majority ands521 for minority carriers, re-
spectively.h(x)5h0 in the ferromagnet, whileh(x)50 in
the semiconductor.

The conductance of the transistor structure is obtained
calculating the transmission probability from the left to t
right electrode. First, we restrict ourselves to on
dimensional transport in the limit of small voltage bias. T
latter implies that only electrons at the Fermi energy
regarded. A plane-wave approximation is used. In the fe
magnet material the wave functions of carriers with major
(1) and minority (2) spins in the left and right electrode
are

cL,65ALeik6x1BLe2 ik6x, ~4!

cR,65AReik6x1BRe2 ik6x. ~5!
ar

e
on
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Here, k15A2meEF/\ and k25A2me(EF2Dh)/\ are the
Fermi wave vectors of the majority (1) and minority (2)
subbands.EF is the Fermi energy with respect to the botto
of the majority band. The wave function in the semicondu
tor can be expressed as

c j5Aje
ik jx1Bje

2 ik j x, 1< j <N, ~6!

with kj5A2m* (EF2U j )/\. From the boundary condition
at the interface of adjacent steps a matrixM j can be derived,
which expresses the transition from thej th to the (j 11)th
potential step,28

S Aj 11

Bj 11
D 5M j S Aj

Bj
D , 1< j <N21, ~7!

with M j given by

M j5
1

2 S ~11Sj !e
2 i (kj 112kj )xj ~12Sj !e

2 i (kj 111kj )xj

~12Sj !e
1 i (kj 111kj )xj ~11Sj !e

1 i (kj 112kj )xj
D
~8!

and Sj5kj /kj 11. Due to thed barrier at the FM/SM inter-
face, the derivative of the wave function is not continuo
i.e.,

1

m*

dc1

dx U
x01

5
1

me

dcL,6

dx U
x02

1
2Ũ0

\2
cL,6~x0!, ~9!

for the left interface. The transition from the left ferromagn
to the semiconductor can be written as

S A1

B1
D 5ML

6S AL

BL
D . ~10!

The matrixML
6 is given by
ML
65

1

2 S ~11SL,622iZS̃L,6!e2 i (k12k6)x0 ~12SL,622iZS̃L,6!e2 i (k11k6)x0

~12SL,612iZS̃L,6!e1 i (k11k6)x0 ~11SL,612iZS̃L,6!e1 i (k12k6)x0
D , ~11!
net
iven
with SL,65(m* /me)(k6 /k1) and S̃L,65(m* /me)(k1 /k1).
Here, the dimensionless factorZ5meŨ0 /\2k1 was intro-
duced, normalized to the Fermi velocity of the majority c
riers in the left electrode.29 A similar matrix MR

6 , with

SR,651/SL,6 , S̃R,65k1 /k6 , and the corresponding phas
factors, can be obtained for the transition from the semic
ductor to the majority (1) and minority (2) band of the
right electrode.

The total transmission amplitudeAR from the left to the
right ferromagnet is obtained from the matrixMab ,

S AR

BR
D 5MabS AL

BL
D , a,b51,2, ~12!
-

-

with

Mab5S M11
ab M12

ab

M21
ab M22

abD 5MR
bS )

j 51

N21

M j D ML
a , ~13!

and settingAL51 and BR50. The amplitudeAR is con-
nected to the transmission probability by28

Tab5
kR,b

kL,a
uARu25

kL,a

kR,b

1

uM22
abu2

. ~14!

In the case of parallel magnetization of both ferromag
electrodes, the one-dimensional total conductance is g
4-2
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FIG. 2. Relative conductance

differenceDG/Ḡ as a function of
the normalized Fermi energy 1
2U1 /EF in the semiconductor for
Dh50.6 EF . ~a! and ~c! corre-
spond to an interface barrier with
Z50 and 2, respectively.~b!

showsDG/Ḡ with increasing in-
terface barrier heightZ. The
length of the semiconductor laye
was assumed to be 1150/k1 corre-
sponding to 100 nm atEF

55 eV. The dashed lines in~a!
and ~c! refer to the case when in
terferences are neglected.
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by the transmission from the majority and minority ban
into the corresponding majority and minority bands on
opposite side:

Gp5
e2

h
~T111T22!. ~15!

For the antiparallel case the conductance is given by

Ga5
2e2

h
T12 . ~16!

Let us first consider a one-dimensional transistor str
ture, with a semiconductor quantum wire placed betwe
two ferromagnets. Only a single subband is considered in
wire, with a constant bottom of the subband given by
single potential stepU1. The heightU1 is controllable by a
gate. Consequently, the Fermi energyEF2U1 in the semi-
conductor andk1 are also altered by the gate bias. In Fig
the relative difference of the conductanceDG/Ḡ, with DG

5(Gp2Ga) andḠ5(Gp1Ga)/2, is plotted as a function o
the normalized energy in the semiconductor 12U1 /EF . A
typical effective electron mass ofm* 50.04me of an InAs-
based material was taken for the semiconductor.30,31The ex-
change energy was assumed to beDh50.6 EF . The length
x1 of the semiconductor layer corresponds to 100 nm ifEF
55 eV as a typical value ford-band ferromagnets is
assumed.7

For no interface barriers (Z50) the relative conductanc
differenceDG/Ḡ strongly oscillates if the Fermi energy o
the semiconductor is changed@Fig. 2~a!#.32 The maxima in
DG/Ḡ appear at energiesEF2U1, where k1 matches to
pn/x1, with n51,2,3, . . . . Here, the transmission probabil
ties T11 andT22 for parallel magnetization are equal to
whereasT1254r /(r 11)2, with r 5k2 /k15A12Dh /EF
the ratio of the wave vectors of minority and majority car
ers. Since all transmission probabilities are independen
12531
e

-
n
e

a

of

k1, the maxima, given byDG/Ḡ52(r 21)2/(r 216r 11),
only depend onr. The oscillations are most pronounced
the Fermi velocityv15\k1 /m* of the semiconductor is ad
justed to a value in between the Fermi velocities of major
and minority carriers,v65\k6 /me , of the ferromagnet. An
absolute minimum of, with the same magnitude as,
maxima is obtained ifv1

25v1v2 and if x1 matches 2k1x1

5(2n11)p with n out of 1,2,3, . . . at thesame time.33 By
comparing these results to the case where interferences
neglected@Fig. 2~a!, dashed line# it is obvious thatDG/Ḡ
can be improved largely by adjusting the interference by
gate. For increasingZ values the minima inDG/Ḡ shift to-
wards higher energiesEF2U1, while their widths decrease
at the same time@Fig. 2~b! and 2~c!#. At Z52, the average
value ofDG/Ḡ is found to be of the order of 8%, which i
considerably higher than for the case without interferen
@Fig. 2~c!, dashed line#. The increase withZ can be attributed
to improved spin polarization and thus improved spin filte
ing due to the interface barriers.15,18,19

The characteristics of a transistor with a two-dimensio
electron gas as the semiconductor are depicted in Fig. 3.
the calculation of the conductance, momentum conserva
parallel to the interface was assumed and an integration
all angles of incidence was performed. In a 2DEG with
single subband occupied the electron concentrationn2D is
proportional to the Fermi energyEF2U15p\2n2D /m* .
Referring toEF and m* , as given above, 12U1 /EF50.04
corresponds ton2D'331012 cm22, which is a reasonable
value for a 2DEG in a semiconductor heterostructure.

For a situation, with nod-shaped interface barriers@Fig.
3~a!#, the oscillations found previously for the one
dimensional case are preserved. However, due to the ave
ing over the angles of incidence, the oscillation amplitude
lowered. Values ofDG/Ḡ below zero are still found, bu
their magnitude is considerably smaller than the correspo
ing adjacent maxima. As expected,DG/Ḡ is decreased ifDh
4-3
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decreases. Because of the improved spin polarization b

interface barrier,DG/Ḡ on average increases forZ exceed-
ing a value of about 1. In contrast to the case forZ50,

DG/Ḡ can only slightly be improved for largerZ values
compared to a situation where interferences are negle
~Fig. 3, dashed lines!.

In Fig. 4 the characteristics of a two-dimensional trans
tor structure are shown, where the gate covers only par
the channel. In this geometry it is possible to improve
gate response by reducing the distance to the conduc
channel. Since here the oscillations are mainly determine
the gate length, the electrode separation was increased
value corresponding to 300 nm. As shown in the schema
in Fig. 4, the potential of the semiconductor is approxima
by three steps of same width. Only the height of the cen
step is controlled by the gate, while the outer ones are ke
0.98EF . Similar to the results show in Fig. 2, pronounc

oscillations are found inDG/Ḡ. Due to the smaller gate
length compared to the ferromagnet separation, the wa
length of the oscillation is relatively large. ForDh /EF50.6
and 0.4 the oscillation strength is of the same order of m
nitude as for the two-dimensional structure discussed ab

In case ofDh /EF50.8 the maxima inDG/Ḡ exceed 4% if
the carrier concentration is reduced to approximately 1/3
the gate.

Comparing the results of the transistor structure based
a semiconductor quantum wire to the structure containin
2DEG it can be stated that in both cases an increase o
spin signal due to interference effects can be expec

FIG. 3. DG/Ḡ of a 2DEG as a function of normalized Ferm

energy 12U1 /EF of the semiconductor.~a! showsDG/Ḡ for Z
50 with Dh /EF varied as a parameter. In~b! results are plotted for
Z50.5, 1.0, and 2.0 atDh /EF50.6. The channel length corre
sponds to 100 nm forEF55 eV. The dashed lines refer to the ca
when interferences are neglected.
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However, because of averaging effects, the gain inDG/Ḡ is
lower for the two-dimensional structure. In order to expe
mentally observe the predicted oscillations clearly, a o
dimensional structure should be preferred. By introducing
interface barrier, the magnitude ofDG/Ḡ can further be im-
proved, also if compared to the nonresonant case. Altho
the average value ofDG/Ḡ is increased, the oscillation am
plitude ofDG/Ḡ remains about the same if compared to t
Z50 case. Above that, the potential interval whereDG/Ḡ is
lowered is decreased due to the transition from sinelike
cillations (Z50) to sharp spikes in the characteristics. Co
cerning a proper experimental detection of the variations
DG/Ḡ, this might limit the maximum height of the interfac
barrier which can be used.

The property that the spin-dependent conduction os
lates by varying a gate voltage is similar to the signal e
pected for the spin transistor proposed by Datta and Das5 In
their case the oscillations originate from the rotation of t
spin orientation by the Rashba effect.3,4 An oscillating spin
signal due to resonances was also predicted by Zhenget al.27

for a FM/normal-metal/FM structure withd-shaped interface
barriers. In their case, the oscillations are studied as a fu
tion of the normal layer thickness.

In summary, we proposed an interference FM/SM/F
transistor, where the relative conductance difference betw
parallel and antiparallel magnetizationDG/Ḡ oscillates as a
function of gate voltage. If the Fermi velocity in the sem
conductor is adjusted close to the Fermi velocities of
ferromagnet,DG/Ḡ can even change sign. The interferen
effects can be used to enhanceDG/Ḡ in a FM/SM/FM struc-
ture.

The authors would like to thank T. Koga for valuab
discussions. This work was supported by the NEDO Inter
tional Joint Research Program.

FIG. 4. DG/Ḡ of a two-dimensional transistor structure as
function of the Fermi energy below the gate electrode for vario
exchange energies forZ50. The inset shows the device structur
4-4
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